Report
Provide immediate relief to those in need in Aluthgama
Aim:

To provide the affected victims in Aluthgama with essential relief
requirements.

Result:

In an attempt to gather basic supplies for those affected, we activated a
donation for a sum of Rs. 40,000. In less than three hours, we were
overwhelmed by the response as not only had the amount been met, but
requests piled in to learn how they could further help. In response, we
opened a project for Rs. 80,000 and no sooner, that too was funded.
Riding on this wave of support, we scrambled to gather supplies
only to soon understand that the situation had turned to chaotic
misinformation. Sticking to our motto for high-impact care, we were
advised by the secretary of the Akbar Mosque along with those in
Aluthgama that lorries filled with rations had been coming in from
Colombo, Galle and Kandy.
We decided to wait it out. After the first wave eased out was when
those on the ground were able to assess what the crucial secondary
needs were and with your consent, we went ahead with purchasing
school supplies for the students there. Teaming up with other relief projects,
we worked at the Girl’s Guide Association hall to do the needful separating the supplies by age, even making sure the colourful pencils
went to the little ones, and packaging them into individual parcels.
At 7.30AM on the 28th, Saturday, a group of volunteers made their
way to the Seenawatte and Adhikaragoda Mosques. Upon arrival, they
learnt that the supplies could not be directly distributed to the kids as
many of them are currently living with relatives outside Aluthgama. The
mosque officials, whom the volunteers noted were extremely organized,
provided a list of affected families (See: List of beneficiaries) and ensured
they would distribute them directly.
Thank you for stepping in at this hour of need.

Transparency:

Items
Pencils
Eraser
Sharpener
Drawing Book (20pg)
Single rule book (80pg)
Single rulebook (120pg)
Big square book (80pg)
Double rule book (80pg)
Blank exercise book (80pg)
Small scissor
Glue bottle
TOTAL

Photographs & Documents:

Quantity
264
572
300
200
1375
976
300
100
500
399
400

Total Cost
2772
4061
2700
5500
31211
32208
7414
2300
11500
12768
7500
119984

Beneficiaries from Seenawatte Mosque:

